
PART Field Day 2014 
Inspires: 

  

An Essay on  
Tent-Based  

HF Operations 



The history of tents, and the history of ham radio operations 
inside tents, is truly fascinating! 



Some ham operators are reluctant to engage in field operations, due to the 
limited wardrobe possibilities. Clearly, this photo proves this concern is unfounded. 

You can still dress 
fashionably while 
operating in the 
field, in a tent. 



Some ham operators are reluctant to engage in field operations, due to the 
boredom inside a tent. Clearly, this photo proves this concern is unfounded. 

Exciting radio 
can take place 
in a tent. 



The Real Story of  
PART Field Day 2014 

by Rick Green, W1RAG 
(caught napping at Field Day 2007) 



A World War 2 bazooka team holds its 70th reunion 
at the Concord Rod & Gun club! 



Steve Rimsa prepares for Andy to check his tonsils 
before starting his shift on SSB! 



Bazooka loader Bill Principe looks on with approval while 
Alan Marshall takes aim at a flying enemy tank! 



No expense was spared in creating colorful signs for this year’s event! 



Future ham operator Hyatt Richards clearly enjoys teaching  
Charlie Learoyd how to improve his CW speed! 



Bill Churchill is certain his computer monitor power cord 
will be a better antenna than the wire beam! 



Rich Crisafulli ducks out of his Field Day responsibilities to  
listen to the latest gossip on the WB1GOF repeater! 



A bored Charlie Learoyd jots down his favorite Beatles songs 
while waiting for someone, anyone, to reply to his CQ call. 



A fisherman shows the very thick black fishing line he uses 
to reel in the those big tunas! 



Andy does eenie meenie miney mo 
to choose a playpal for a game of marbles! 



Lawton Read decides whether to hunt DX on 40 meters 
or hunt quail behind the clubhouse! 



Brian asks permission for this 4-year-old ham radio operator  
to take over his 2 AM shift on 40 meters. 



Work release prisoners from Concord Correctional Institute 
earn good-conduct diplomas for wearing nice hats! 



Mike watches a youthful-looking federal air traffic controller  
try his hand at DXing! 



Alan Marshall, W1CCE, stares in disbelief after logging a QSO 
with communications officer Uhura from Star Trek Enterprise! 



Andy reminds himself before his toolbox talk: “I will not promote Linux  
over Windows, I will not promote Linux over Windows!” 



Andy lectures a fascinated audience on how to  
migrate from Microsoft Windows to open source Linux. 



Bob then lectures the audience on how to migrate  
right back from Linux to Windows! 



Field Day chef Charlie Atherton is desperate to  
add more fiber to his diet! 



Charlie makes a quick soup by soaking his arm in boiling water! 



Steve Telsey discovers that slathering garlic butter on bread  
is more fun than it sounds! 



Charlie sees Steve having so much fun slathering garlic butter,  
so he wants to do some slathering too! 



Darryl checks his pulse after witnessing Bill make a QSO 
using his ballpoint pen as a vertical antenna! 



A ham radio still-life display at Madame Tussaud’s Wax Museum! 



Charlie makes a QSO with aliens from Mars, 
to the delight of young Hyatt Richards! 



Concord Police rope off a suspicious battery and fuel set-up 
as a potential crime scene! 



Andy also ducks out of his Field Day responsibilities 
to gossip on the WB1GOF repeater! 



Bob harasses customers in the Burlington Mall parking lot, 
begging them to drop by this year’s Field Day! 



Bo and Darryl have to sit down, exhausted after their  
15 minute shift on 20 meters! 



Charlie underestimated how much lettuce to buy, 
driving Rick to drink! 



Rick suddenly realizes that the pot of icewater he grabbed 
is actually a pot of boiling water! 



While Brian and his logger rack up a bunch of QSOs, 
Steve decides to lean over and take a nap! 



Alan uses his Palm Pilot device to compare the color of socks worn by  
Field Day participants with the color of socks they wore last year. 



Alan always carries a back-up of all his records on index cards,  
in case his Palm Pilot battery dies! 



Rick and Charlie go over the receipts from their new  
lower-cost food suppliers, PetSmart and PetCo! 



Steve takes his turn patrolling the clubhouse backyard, to guard  
against unlicensed radio operators infiltrating by boat from the pond! 



Bill Churchill and Bill Principe laugh their way through another shift! 



Two hams in t-shirts hold a contest to see who can hold 
a mouthful of mouthwash the longest without swallowing! 



Rich Crisafulli holds a contest with himself, to see how long he can 
chew that cold-cut sandwich before spitting it out! 



Ken holds his tongue while Steve holds his sandwich, 
attempting to slice through the stale bread! 



Victims of a nitrous oxide laughing gas leak stumble outside 
to recover in the fresh air! 



Three Field Day attendees pretend to be VERY busy so that  
they will not be asked to help Charlie and Rick slice onions! 



Lyman and Brian vigilantly monitor the camera in Allison’s 6 meter shack, 
to ensure she doesn’t fall asleep again holding the electric fly swatter! 



Rick and Lela are all smiles after learning that 3 fewer people 
succumbed to food poisoning, compared to last year’s Field Day! 



Hams wait impatiently for their turn to operate the 2 meter 
handheld radio to check the gossip on the repeater! 



Bob and John get their turn listening to the gossip on the 2m repeater! 



With the line for the bathroom reaching all the way outside, 
Field Day participants joyfully wait their turn! 



Everyone is too polite to warn Andy that a giant hamburger roll  
is about to fall on his head! 



Ham operators would never let food interrupt their conversations!  
Well, maybe for a few minutes…. 



A small group is placed in detention on the deck,  
after attempting to cut through the buffet line during lunch! 



Instead of giving his toolbox talk, Rich Crisafulli has his audience 
watch a tacky episode of Housewives of New Jersey! 



Brian McCaffrey takes the opportunity to practice lasso’ing 
a variety of vehicles, parked and moving! 



New London Pizza dispatcher John sends a special order for  
3 anchovy pizzas to Rich Crisafulli’s house! 



Andy wonders, “Oh no, did he say he was giving a 5-9 for 40 meters  
or that he was working 9-5 for 40 hours?” 



Rich drags Steve away from his shift on the HF rig  
to listen to some of the juicy gossip on the WB1GOF repeater! 



Mark Richards is exasperated, trying to hold back his son 
from starting the foxhunt before the starter bell rings! 



Something has gone terribly wrong with the attempt to string up  
a simple hammock at this year’s Field Day! 



After much embarrassment, someone finally realizes that the  
blue porta-potty tent has see-through mesh walls! 



Charlie stubbornly insists that the main course for the Saturday night  
dinner will be mayonnaise! 



Charlie pauses at the supermarket for a family photo! 



Supermarket butcher is caught on camera delivering date-expired  
hot dogs to Charlie for the Sunday lunch! 



Lela makes sure she is first in line to sample the  
assortment of sweets she brought to this year’s Field Day! 



Alan Martin checks the gun club bylaws to see if Charlie 
really is certified to tenderize meat with his shotgun! 



Alan gets Charlie to sign a release form so that anyone injured  
during meat tenderization cannot sue the PART club! 



Alan next turns his attention to Rich’s computer screen, to ensure 
that Rich hasn’t set resolution below 1280 x 800 pixels! 



Satisfied with Rich’s screen resolution, Alan finally checks to ensure 
that Rich isn’t using any cables from Radio Shack! 



Allison hires an assistant to ensure that drunken operation  
will never again take place in the 6 meter shack! 



Joe Mettee insists on attaching a large spool of black thread to 
an antenna lead, to suppress lightning strikes! 



A ham radio operator is ready to swat a bug in Andy’s 
Linux-based logging software! 



Brian is ready to swat a bug on top of Andy’s hat! 



Verizon field technician arrives to offer free conversion from  
wireless ham radio to streaming Internet radio! 



Seeing a good business opportunity,  
John rents out comfy chairs for the HF tent! 



Charlie shows his delight at finding his name scheduled  
to fill the 3AM - 4AM shift! 



Bob Hayes and Steve Telsey are fascinated to see the size of the fish  
Joe says he almost caught in the pond behind the clubhouse! 



Short-sleeve shirts make a big fashion comeback at this year’s Field Day! 



This makes no sense: if ham operators have to be quiet while  
on-the-air, how will any stations every hear them? 



No matter how politely Rich requests a second sandwich, 
Charlie will never give him one! 



Denied a second sandwich, Rich resorts to eating his plate! 



Mark Richards loads up on carbohydrates to prepare for his 
first ever stint at contesting! 



A very special group of volunteers continuously scout the skies  
to report any corrosive bird droppings on the antenna elements! 



Bill Principe, K1NS, keeps a vigil to respond immediately to any reports  
of corrosive bird droppings on antenna elements! 



Kids ask themselves: “Exactly what will those guys do if a bird  
does poop on an antenna element?” 



Kitchen helper Rick Green gets on the phone to order 
another bottle of Snapple for Bill Principe! 



Mark Richards, caught up in his first experience contesting,  
needs to fill up on more carbohydrates! 



Charlie has no luck begging Bob to trade his 4AM shift  
for Charlie’s 3AM shift! 



Andy has no luck begging John to trade his 2AM shift  
for Andy’s 1AM shift! 



Bill continues to keep a vigil to respond immediately to any reports  
of corrosive bird droppings on antenna elements! 



Steve is caught by a hidden camera about to swig the Half and Half! 



Counterfeiters attempt to make a bootleg copy of PART club’s 
Field Day certificate! 



Bill Churchill is poised for action with his Go Bag  
overflowing with equipment in case of emergency! 



“Bob, exactly what did you mean when you said  
portable generator operation would not be a risky business?” 



Rick and Steve, leaders of the PART Noise Prevention Patrol,  
take their job seriously! 



QSO overheard in the 6 meter shack:  “1-Adam-12, 1-Adam-12,  
gunshots heard at Concord Rod and Gun Club!” 



Rich abandons QSO with rare station on Mt. Everest to check his email! 



Rick Green taking a picture of Bo Budinger taking a picture of  
Steve Rimsa taking a picture! 



Rich has a QSO with the manager of Honey Dew Donuts  
to complain about the lack of ice in his iced coffee! 



Rick Green greets a very deer friend, if you get the point! 



Senior Olympics pole vaulter gets ready  
for his turn to break the world record! 



Someone grabs the camera and takes revenge  
on your silly slide show photographer! 



Mark Richards, grinning like the cat that swallowed the canary, 
declares that he has found “his inner contester”! 



There’s always ONE person (Bill K1NS)  
who isn’t paying attention to the guest speaker! 



John and John find themselves embroiled in a police crime scene! 



“You’ll have to pry this shovel out of our cold, dead hands!” 



“What, you’ll give us 5 dollars for this shovel? OK, we’re good with that!” 



         JOE:   “Was it your idiotic idea to invite these hams back  
                     to our gun club for the 3rd time?” 
CHARLIE:   “I thought you said you needed more human dummy loads.” 
         JOE:   “No, I said I needed more shotgun reloads!” 



ANYONE can operate at Field 
Day… even me! 

Take it from me, the 
100-lb.-DXpeditioner…  
If I can lug all that gear 

to the island of 
Montserrat, you can lug 
your you-know-what  

to Field Day 2015  
next year!  



The End 


